PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Cloud and Hybrid Service Packages

Bundled Offerings From the Qumu Professional Services Team

Professional Services Overview
The Qumu Professional Services team is an experienced, globallydistributed group of enterprise video experts that can provide a full
suite of implementation and optimization services for Qumu clients.
Our team includes Architects, Consultants and Project Managers, and
all of them share the same goal: to increase the return on enterprise
video platform investments thru hands-on implementation services,
support, testing, training, integration, migration and system audits.
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Cloud and Hybrid Service Packages
eCDN Design Package
Qumu will design a customized video
deployment architecture that enables high
quality video delivery to all employees
across the enterprise, with no network
strain. Includes analysis of network
topology and collection of key information
related to employees per office location,
public IP addresses, bandwidth use, and
available bandwidth.

Video Conference Streaming Package
Qumu will enable video streaming directly
out of any or all existing video conferencing
applications. This package will allow video
conferencing users to record, store, secure
and distribute video assets that originate
from conferencing systems—as well as
extend the engagement of video assets
through AI services like speech search,
transcription, translation and closed
captioning.

Video Portal Package
Qumu will build and customize a new
branded video portal for the storage and
distribution of video assets, or refresh an
existing portal with your corporate brand.

Webcasting Registration Package
Qumu will build a customize event
registration process and landing page
for your next high profile live event,
incorporating the needs of both registrants
and event administrators.

Content Migration Package
Qumu will collaborate with your stakeholders to collect and catalog video assets, ingest them into Qumu
Cloud, and optimize them for both search and deliver to internal or external audiences—allowing your
organization to leverage Qumu Cloud as its sole content management system for video assets.

Want to learn more? Contact us.
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